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Coffee
with
Jesus
Written by Rick Bundschuh
from his upcoming book,
Coffee with Jesus and Other Ponderings of Faith

I

’m not sure how it all happened, but
invited to have coffee with Jesus.

I was

When I showed up at the large, hip coffee shop, it was
buzzing with conversational noise. Floating above it, the
speaker system pumped a song from a new folk band at
just the right volume for ambience but not annoyance.
Jesus picks cool places to meet, I thought to myself as I
pushed through the entry door.
Jesus was already waiting. For some reason it was obvious
who He was, and I saw Him half stand from behind his
table. With the broad smile of someone who was a lifetime
friend, He waved at me cheerfully with His long arms. It
was clear He was
expecting me.
As I wove around the tables and chairs scattered
throughout that place, I noticed that while Jesus had
the beard and the kind countenance which I had always
pictured Him to have, He also postured Himself in a
relaxed, unassuming way-- rather than the stiff manner
shown in old paintings. He was wearing blue jeans, a
T-shirt, and desert boots rather than a robe. (Which, I
must admit, would have been quite out of place.)
“I already got you a drink,” He said with a smile, and He
pushed a cardboard cup towards me. “It’s hot chocolate.”
The gesture surprised me.
I had always loved the smell of coffee. When I was younger,
my dad-- a seasoned coffee salesman-- could hardly keep
me out of his business car as the aroma wafted from the
bags of coffee in his trunk and filled the backseat. The
smell was delightful; I just never liked the taste.
“How did you know I didn’t like coffee?” I asked.
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Jesus said nothing, but His smile broadened until it went from
ear to ear, and I saw the flash of a wink in His eyes.
And, of course, then the silliness of my question struck me.
“I’m really pleased to be able to hang out with you,” I mumbled, hoping
to move past my theological blunder. “I’m really interested in what
you have to say and think.”
“Oh we’ve had conversations before,” Jesus replied.
I was about to ask, “When was that?” when I suddenly noticed the
logo on the T-shirt He was wearing; it was Chick-Fil-A.
Jesus noticed my stare and tapped on the lettering, “They’re a
sponsor of mine,” He said, “particularly on Sundays.”
His quip almost made me blow hot chocolate through my nose,
and I bent my head down, reaching for a napkin.
When I looked up, Jesus was gone. In His place, there was a
wrinkled, old woman with thick wire rimmed glasses and a loose
fitting cotton print dress.
I recognized her immediately. It was Mom Hyatt, the
octogenarian neighbor of my childhood. She was the one who
first encouraged me to pursue my clumsy childish drawing talent
and told me that I would make a wonderful cartoonist someday.
“I was talking with you from the start,” Mom Hyatt said to me as if it
were a continuation of the conversation I was having with Jesus.
“I gave this wonderful woman the words, the ideas… and she simply gave
them to you.”
It was her creaky voice, but His words came out.
Mouth open, I spun around in my seat to see if anyone else in the
coffee shop had seen what had just happened, but business was
proceeding as if this was all exceedingly normal.
When I turned around again, in the place where Mom Hyatt
and Jesus had been was my long time mentor and friend Von,
who was already two years in the grave. His deep baritone voice
rang out: “I put a lot of my words into his mouth.” I remembered the
deep, brilliant ideas about God, life, and people that had been
revealed to me as I hung out with Von. “We had to have a lot of
tough conversations in those early days, and he was the perfect one for
me to speak through.” It was Von’s voice talking to me, but it was
still Jesus talking.
Now in rapid succession the figure that had been Jesus
transformed into people from my past-- some whom I knew
well, others whom I barely knew. Some were celebrated saints
and some uncelebrated but still just as important. All of them
had been the mouthpiece of Jesus, and now through these

apparitions He was explaining how His words, ideas, and
example had been directed through the lips of these mortals.
There was the old woman who lived hand to mouth, but still
found a way to send me five bucks to help get to Bible School.
There was the scholarly F.F. Bruce who let me plop on the carpet
in his room and pepper him with questions. There was the friend
who just showed up and sat silently on my back porch with me
when I was going through the lowest point in my life because
apparently Jesus didn’t always need to speak. He just needed me
to know He was there. There was even the young pastor who had
invited me to come and live with his family while on school break
in a far away land. He was the one to introduce me to the works
of the early Church Fathers.
As every one of these presences appeared, their voices and
accents were of the person, but their words were the continuing
voice of Jesus until suddenly the jeans and T-shirt clad Jesus was
again in front of me.
I felt exhausted and thrilled at the same time; I could say nothing.
Jesus looked at me and grinned broadly again.
He slipped a large chocolate chip cookie out of a thin paper bag
in front of Him.
“Want some?” He said.
I gave Him that “You can’t fool me twice” kind of look because, of
course, I would love a chocolate chip cookie. Jesus, because He
was Jesus, knew it as well.
He snapped the soft, chewy thing into two parts and gave me the
much, much larger part.
“Wait, you gave me most of it!” I protested. Jesus leaned across the
table and, as if telling me a great secret, whispered, “Don’t worry, I
can always make more.” Then He burst into laughter.
Jesus leaned back into the booth and said, “I’ll be talking to you
more later, but this has been fun.”
Before I knew it, I was standing outside the coffee shop, staring
at a bawling little child walking in circles.
“What’s the matter?” I asked as I bent down towards her.
“I can’t find my mommy!” she sobbed through a torrent of tears.
“It’s okay; it’s okay. We will find her,” I said. “I know your mommy loves
you and is probably very worried about you. I’m sure she is looking all
over for you as well; let’s go find her.”
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I offered the child my little finger to hold on to and rose up to go
on the search. It didn’t take long.

I saddled close enough to make sure of the reunion. When
I turned to go, I heard the child say to her mother, who was
smothering her with affection: “I was so afraid I would never find you,
but Jesus told me that it would be okay.”

We had only gotten around the corner when I spotted a
distraught woman darting to and fro in the shopping plaza.

Those words melted away as my wife’s alarm chimed. I now
found myself in my own bed, still caught in the gray area between
asleep and awake-- where the real and perhaps even more real,
for just a moment, can change places.

“Is that your mommy?” I asked, pointing to the woman.
The child didn’t answer me but let go of my finger and ran full
speed toward the woman, shouting “Mama!” with all that was
in her.

I

The Anchor House Rises

magine you are a young Christian, college-aged student,
about to enter any secular school of higher education at this
moment in time. It must seem as though you have stepped
into an alternate universe where up is down and right is wrong.
Common sense has been abandoned, and those claiming faith in
Christ are considered modern-day Luddites.

Each student will be enfolded into real time ministries at KCF
and local families who “hanai” (adopt) them while they are here.

While both in and out of college, the currents of the age tug
incessantly toward hidden reef and rocks. Not a few young
people find their faith shipwrecked and in tatters.

Even though the Anchor House building is still under
construction, we are currently taking applications for the 40
spots available for our first year of studies. We are also lining
up a roster of amazing guest lecturers including Hugh Ross and
the Reason To Believe team, Ken Needham, Jim Burns, Keith
Hamilton, David Olshine, many members of the Torchbearers
teaching team, and many others.

Most importantly, all students will be offered the opportunity
to thoroughly understand what it means to have the risen Christ
live His life in and through them.

The building now rising near the South Campus is designed to
be a chain affixed to the strong Anchor of Christ, holding fast
those who are His.
Every student who walks through its doors will have the chance
to become part of an antidote to the poison being delivered by
modern culture. Within its walls, young men and women will
be exposed to some of the most brilliant thinkers, teachers, and
visionaries in the Christian world.

If you know of a young man or woman who might be interested
in spending a year saturated in God’s Word, learning ministry
skills, and enjoying all that Kauai has to offer, please send them
to www.anchorhousekauai.com.
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Return to the Mystery & Wonder

I

Written by Jon Enns

n 1991, the same year that KCF started, I was in my home

church in Kindersley, Saskatchewan. Ross, my pastor at the
time, handed me a pair of drumsticks and said, “You’re going
to need these.”

that card, a number of years ago, from the stage, and it was still
there, stuck in the ceiling years later!! Wha…
Wonder strikes again. I’ve worked with drywall and spackle a bit.
One does not simply throw a card into a ceiling from fifty feet
out (nor do they simply walk into Mordor).

There’s only so much about music a two-year-old can
understand. Heck, I couldn’t even reach the foot pedals of a
drum set until I was five.

What is possible? What is real? I want to understand!
Danny Ray’s return to our church at the
end of October returned my sense of
wonder yet again.

How did all those sounds happen?
How did someone holding two pieces
of hickory produce hundreds of notes
every minute? I was lost in wonder
and magic.

What is real and possible? I want
to know.

Fast forward to 1997. I’m in

Now, understanding isn’t everything.
The longer we live, the more difficult
it becomes for something to inspire
wonder. We figure things out, we
lose interest, or we grow tired of
the uniqueness of this universe God
created.

Sheboygan, Wisconsin, and my friend
Evan asked if I had ever watched Star
Wars. I had heard of these ancient films
from long ago, “but I’d rather stick to
watching cartoons.” How wrong I was.

Lightsabers, Jedi, Darth Vader, and a
We need music, Star Wars, and
whiny farm boy traveling through the
Danny Ray. We need people pushing
universe melted my mind. We watched
the boundaries of time and space
the three original films that day. Could
to remind us-- apprentices under
I be the nobody who comes out of
Jesus-- to get outside of what we think
the woodwork like Luke? How does
possible. God lives out there in the
the Force work? What does it mean
mystery and the wonder; He’s calling us
to battle internally with the dark side?
to do the same.
Even more so, what does it mean to live
in the light? I wanted to understand it
Magician, Danny Ray performs at the KCF birthday bash
Life with Jesus smells like a fresh pair of
all. (And that music!!! John Williams, you
drumsticks. It feels like riding a speeder
genius!) Magic was real. Anything was possible for this eightbike
through
the
forest
moon of Endor. Life with Jesus is like four
year-old.
quarters that disappear only to reappear in other places.

2013.

Looking back, I see the magic and wonder now, and my heart
longs for more. Jesus, would You remove our barriers so that we
can experience the wonder and mystery of Your Kingdom.

I had been at KCF for a year. While wandering the main building,
I noticed a playing card, a six of diamonds, stuck in the ceiling,
twenty feet up. Apparently some traveling magician had thrown
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The Power & Blessings of Prayer
Written by Steve Thompson

A

s the controlled mayhem of dozens of Jr. High kids
in our Edge program echoes through the KCA
Community Center, and as the bass beat of hip-hop
music reverberates through the auditorium, 8-10 older adults
quietly make their way to the “upper room” of the community
center to gather for their weekly prayer time. Some members of
this group have been meeting together for over 15 years. They
come together to pray for one another, for the church and its
ministries, for missions, and for local, national, and international
issues and concerns.

It is sometimes easy for prayer groups to become too inwardly
focused, so it is good that we have Don. He makes us aware of
missionaries and mission needs throughout the world. His are
not simply “Lord, bless all the missionaries of the world” types of
prayers. They are for people Don knows and with whom he is
in contact.
We have experienced God working in tremendous ways. We
had been praying for a lady who had “died” while the EMTs
tried to resuscitate her 3 times only to see her slip away. She was
put on life support so her family could get to the hospital to say
goodbye. We were praying for comfort for the family only to hear
later that she had recovered with no brain or physical damage.

As Christians, we all understand and value the power and
benefits of prayer. For most Christians, prayer is rarely more
than a private act of retreating to our
“prayer closets” to commune with
our Father, but there is a multiplied
blessing when Christians gather
together to pray. While fellowship
and encouragement are obvious
benefits of group prayer, there is
also a spiritual power that comes
to rest on those who pray together.
Numerous times I have been in
prayer with others, eyes closed,
listening, and agreeing with the
prayers of those around me, when I
have this sense that those with whom
I am praying have moved closer to
me. It is as if they are hovering right
over me. Not until I open my eyes,
do I see that they are still across the
room or on the other side of
the table.
Our little group of pray-ers come together to share the needs
and concerns of people close by and halfway across the world.
Sharing prayer requests can sound like gossip to an outsider,
but we are careful to first ask people if it is all right to share their
personal request to the whole group. No request is too small
or too insignificant to bring to the group. We have prayed for
loved pets to recover and be healthy and for elephants to stop
stampeding through a Sri Lankan village. Our prayers have
moved us to action to support mission projects in Sri Lanka
and Costa Rica, or to contact someone who is grieving, needs a
meal, or financial help.

Other times we have come to our prayer time discouraged and
dejected, wondering if God even hears us. Another member
will pray when we cannot, and God will speak words of
encouragement and peace through them. Robert, a past member
of the group, started off his prayer the same way every time:
“Lord, we have an impossible list of needs before us today, but we know
that You are the God of all possibilities.”
Find a few people today that you can pray with on a regular
basis. You will be blessed by it!
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Christmas at Capernwray

I

Written by Dain Spore

n 1996, I was attending Capernwray Bible college in the
Northern Lakes district of England. Every year the school
put on a fairly large Christmas program that would tour
around that district. It was open to all the students at school to
participate in. Because I had been a worship leader for years and
had put together numerous Christmas Eve services at KCF, I was
excited to be a part of this program and therefore signed up to
join the “Christmas Choir.” It turned out to be a rather
humbling experience.
When I showed up at the lecture hall for the first day of
rehearsals, the music director, Andy Silver, was organizing about
50 students by their vocal range: “I want all the Sopranos over
here in this corner, male tenors back over there.” Having never
really sung in an actual choir before this was all new to me. I did
not know the difference between a tenor or an alto. The only
thing I knew about sopranos was they were likely connected to
the mob. Not knowing what to do, I drifted over to a group of
German guys who I recognized and sat in the back row of
their group.
After a few quick announcements, Andy Silver handed everyone
sheet music. Uh oh, I thought. We are supposed to sing
these actual notes? Hmmm. Well, it can’t be that hard to do;
everybody else here seems to be able to do it. However, it quickly
became apparent that all my years of singing 70s rock songs and

Chris Tomlin’s greatest hits did not adequately prepare me for
being part of a choir. Here is what happened.
Andy began to play the first Christmas hymn on his piano, and
we all sang along. I attempted to join in with the Germans in
front of me, trying to match their vocals as best as I could. When
the song was over, the German guys turned around, solemnly
shook their heads, pointed to the music sheet, and mumbled
something in German to themselves. Meanwhile, Andy stood
up, walked to the edge of the stage, and said “Hmmm. Something
is not quite right. Let’s try that again.” After playing the song all
the way through for a second time, my German friends once
again turned around, pointed at the sheet music, and this time,
more gravely, shook their heads. Andy again stood up from
his piano and walked to the edge of the stage. This time, he
pointed specifically at our group and said, “Something over there.
Something with the male tenors is just a little sour. I don’t know what it
is, but we need to fix it. Let’s give it another shot.” Having a sneaking
suspicion about what-- or more so who-- was a little “sour,” I tried
a different strategy. This time, instead of trying to match the
Germans I simply lip-synched and did not actually sing a
single note.
When the song was over, Andy jumped up from his piano, again
pointed in our direction, and said “That’s it! That was perfect. I
don’t know what the problem was, but thank you for fixing it.”
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This comment caused the guys in front of me, who were aware of
my latest effort, to turn around and give me a smug smile. It turns
out, all Germans learn to sing in choirs as part of their public
school education. They were clearly enjoying their superiority
over their hapless, culturally deprived, American friend. Needless
to say, I lip-synched my way through the remaining songs, slunk
from the rehearsal room, and quietly resolved to remove myself
from the Capernwray Christmas Choir.
Now, if this were a “Lifetime TV” Christmas special, what
happened next would probably go like this: I would return to my
cold, dreary, dorm room in the castle where I might cry bitter
tears into my pillow. I would send up a heartfelt prayer to Jesus
whereupon I would be visited late at night by my guardian angel,
who would touch my throat and cause me to become such a
great singer that in the end I would lead the Christmas Choir. But
that’s not what happened.
In actuality, I thought the entire episode was hilarious and would
make for a great story someday. Remember, I wasn’t a young,
insecure teenager trying to find his way in the world, desperate
for social acceptance. I was a 30-year-old worship leader hoping
to pitch in and help out somewhere. I had been around the
Church long enough at this point to know that there was always
plenty of work available in God’s kingdom. I knew that if you
were willing to be available and do the work, it would only be a
matter of time before opportunities would present themselves.
In fact, I only had to wait about 24 hours.
The very next day I was approached by Sue Gilmore, the dean of
students and producer of the Christmas production. She said,
“Dain, I know that you have had your heart set on singing in the choir,
but this year we were thinking of doing something a little bit different. We
are considering having a person play the role of “master of ceremonies.”
We thought it would be great if that person had an American accent.
We were wondering if you would be comfortable using a microphone in
front of a large crowd, narrating the Christmas program, and maybe
even telling a couple of jokes?” Would I? Yes, yes, 1000 times yes!
I was born for this role. In the end, I was able to help create the
new role, write up a script, and of course… tell a few jokes. The
staff at Capernwray were so pleased with the outcome that
they went out and rented me an expensive suit to complete the
aesthetic. Overall the Christmas production was, as they would
say, “brilliant.”
What is the point of this story? It sounds cliché, but it is a
biblical truth: God has something for everyone to do. “For we
are God’s handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which
God prepared in advance for us to do.” (Ephesians 2:10 NIV) Did
you catch that? God has quite literally created jobs for people
to do and then created the very people to do those jobs. The
challenge, of course, is to figure out where we belong and what
we are to do. How do we know what God has prepared for us
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to do? The shortest answer I could think of (and can back up
with numerous examples from the Bible) is to simply get busy
doing work in the kingdom, and make yourself always available.
That might sound obvious, but for a lot of people, their journey
to finding their calling in the kingdom began by picking up a
broom! Pastor Rick always gives this example when it comes
to raising children: “We often hear the phrase about the importance
of spending quality time with children. The fact of the matter is that
quality time cannot be contrived; it can only come out of a quantity of
time.” I believe the same is true when finding your calling in the
faith. Instead of sitting on the sidelines waiting for their number
to be called, the believer is to simply get busy, trusting that God
will lead him or her to
their proper place in
the Church.
Having a spot in God’s
kingdom is the best
place anyone could
ever be! It was so much
fun for me to get off
the tour bus, enter an
auditorium in some
obscure village, walk
onto the stage into a
bright spotlight wearing
a $1000 suit, grab the
mic, and say, “Good
evening, Liverpool!”
Just for fun, I started
Dain Spore and his fancy $10,00 suit
adding this part to my
introduction: “Tonight we are featuring some very talented singers
from all over the world… Including the naturally gifted Germans!” That
would always get a laugh, and I would turn around as I said it and
look at my German friends. They would just look at me solemnly
and shake their heads…

The Rock & Shaka Post-Tour Report
Written by Jeremy Hartshorn

I

n the last issue of our newsletter,
I wrote about an upcoming tour
featuring some of the young musicians
from our church. I’m pleased to report
that the tour was a huge success!
We drove nearly 3,000
miles in 10 days, stopping
in San Francisco, Fresno,
Barstow, Las Vegas,
Phoenix, Joshua Tree
and Santa Monica. We
even managed to sneak
in a day at Disneyland.
Our kids did an incredible
job leading worship, running
music training events, and melting
faces with a few rock concerts.
One of the highlights for me was our visit
to Alice Cooper’s Solid Rock Teen Center
in Phoenix, AZ. We are so grateful to
Randy Spencer and his team for inviting
us and showing us so much hospitality
while we were there.

It’s easy for kids who grow up in a
relatively isolated environment like Kauai
to miss out on some of the perspective
that the relatively vast mainland provides.

for a band photo session and arranged
for them to spend an afternoon in a killer
recording studio. Thank you Solid Rock.
Thank you Randy!

At Solid Rock, our kids
(who’ve grown up in the
land of slack key guitar,
ukuleles, and Jack
Johnson) learned that
there are other kids
who appreciate 80s and
90s rock and metal as
much as they do. They
also learned that they
can absolutely keep up with
the best young musicians on the
mainland. They got to rock at a real venue
in front of a room full of peers, and they
blew the roof off the place!

We were also super blessed to be able to
lead worship at North Park Community
Church in Fresno and at The Lighthouse
Church in Santa Monica. Both places
overflowed with the love of Christ,
incredible hospitality, and generosity
toward us. It was a huge reminder of how
wonderful it is to be part of the Body of
Christ. Although you may find yourself far
from where you live, you can still be right
at home with your brothers and sisters
in the Lord. A big thanks to Ryan, Becca,
and Nate for everything!

The Solid Rock team was so impressed
with how engaged the crowd was. He
and his team were so encouraging to us.
Randy even booked a pro photographer
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Suffice to say, we came home tired but
blessed! Many thanks to everyone who
supported this formative time for our
incredible young musicians here at KCF.

Summer Shoreline
Written by Tony Leair

I

remember a few years ago
brainstorming with our youth team
about how to run our summer
Shoreline, the high school ministry
program at KCF. I wanted to come up
with something pretty different from our
standard Thursday night meetings in the
youth room that take place during the
school year. In years past, we had based
our summer meetings around analyzing

afternoon, feed all the kids around 6 pm,
enjoy the sunset, and then gather around
a small beach fire to have worship and
a devotional talk each Thursday. Every
summer, we would come up with our
A-List of beaches and make sure to go to a
different place every week.

movies and seeing what Biblical principles
were being portrayed there, or even
meeting in different homes throughout
the summer.

(North and South come together for the
summer) to take unrushed time to spend
together. There is something special
about gathering together in the name of
Christ with the backdrop of His stunning
beaches. We can almost feel some of
these beaches worshiping the name of
God just by being so magnificent!

It turns out the answer to our summer
program was sitting right in front of our
noses the whole time! The name of the
ministry is Shoreline, so obviously we
should be spending our summer out at the
beach! We decided to capitalize on the
amazing gift of nature on the island where
we live. We would get there in the late

It has been amazing to see what happens
when we get teens from all over the island

One of my favorite parts of Shoreline
Summer Nights is that the cell phones
magically disappear. The silent time
behind screens is replaced by laughter
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and interaction between teens making
new friends. The craziness of games and
surfing at the beach becomes so much
more interesting than Internet-Land, and
it is one of the most refreshing sights
to see.
Many of you can relate, but there is
something to be said about singing
worship around a campfire with God’s

truth being shared afterwards. After
taking the time to be in God’s creation for
a few hours, it can be a very holy moment
to spend time with His family, enjoying the
evening.
All things considered, we struck gold.
We have seen tons of teens come out on
our Shoreline Summer Nights each week
and have gotten to know them on a more
personal level. God is good, and we are so
grateful for that time with Him together.

Why We Go On Missions Trips

A

Written by Rick Bundschuh

lmost every year, our Kauai
Christian Fellowship high school
students drum up funds and
take a weeklong trip across the border.
They help build houses for poor people,
bring joy to kids in orphanages, and serve
through local groups in many different
ways. These are called “Mission Trips.”
Most people think that our students are
going to evangelize the unreached in a
foreign land or to help with that process
by being a support team of a local church
or ministry. That is, to show the love of
Christ by helping those in poverty get
a step ahead. What people might not
realize is that we also take them on these
kinds of trips not so much for what they
can do for the poor and destitute, but
rather what exposure to those kinds of
living situations and its accompanying
hopelessness will do for our teens.

like a millionaire in comparison, and then
absorb the waves of guilt for having and
wasting so much, while grumbling about
how much more you wish you had.
We take kids because it changes them
while they are helping others. Usually it
makes them more thankful for what they
have… at least for a little while.
It impresses upon them what real poverty
is actually like, and hopefully makes them
more generous with what resources they
will have in the future.

It is one thing to hear about poverty. It
is another thing to be in the middle of it:
to smell it, walk among it, suddenly feel
11

Sometimes it is even the spark that changes the arc of their
entire life. That was the case for our own Taja (Clancy) Jarquin
(pictured at right with her husband, Ben, and children):
I grew up on Kauai in the ’90s and became a Christian when I was
13 years old. That same year, I felt God put a spark in my heart for
missions.
The following year, I began attending KCF camps and youth
activities. When I heard about the opportunity to join a group
going to Mexico for a mission trip, I jumped at the chance!
On the trip, we served and loved on kids who lived in orphanages
and garbage dumps, set up bath houses, did lice treatments, and
provided them with small gifts and clean clothes.
When I had the opportunity to go to Mexico next, each group
member was assigned a child from the orphanage to take on a

of my wonderful experiences in Mexico, Latin America was on my
heart. Naturally, Costa Rica was my first choice.
During the two months our team was in Costa Rica serving the
children and families, God began to impress upon me that I should
return for a longer stay. In September of 1998, at 20 years old, I
moved to Costa Rica to join a missions organization.
In 2010, after serving in missions as a single person for 12 years, I
met and married my husband, Ben.

Now, we have two children and run The Omega Task, a community
development ministry near the city of Grecia, Costa Rica. Our
organization reaches out to the children and their families who
work in the coffee fields and sugar cane plantations.

once-in-a-lifetime trip to Disneyland! What a gift— both for us
Kauai kids, as well as the Mexican children!
These trips impacted my life in so many ways. Most of all, that
spark in my heart for missions continued to grow. After graduating
high school, I attended a missions training school that had several
Asian countries and Costa Rica as options for outreach. Because
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For more information, and to find out how you can partner with
The Omega Task, visit www.theomegatask.com.

Messy Evangelism
Written by Kyler Schmidt

W

hen I was a student in Bible College, one specific

Apollos watered, but God gave the growth.” My perspective

concept snuck into my brain and comfortably

has changed, and I am learning to take joy in the planting and

lodged itself in my subconscious. This concept

watering process, allowing for God’s timing in the growth.

started out small, but soon began to affect my mindset and the

Sometimes the growth is quick, and we are blessed to see the

way I saw success within ministry. This idea was what I like to

fruit of our ministry in students’ lives. However, sometimes

call “The Evangelism Assembly Line.” If I carefully did all the

it is gradual. Rather than being frustrated that not every

right evangelism techniques in the right order, the quick and
inevitable result would be a newly transformed life in Christ. In
my recent years of doing real life Jr. High ministry, that idea has
been shattered, and my perspective on what a “win” looks like, as
well as how to get there, has completely changed.
The ultimate goal of any ministry is still for people to come
away having a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. However,
instead of the “Assembly Line” formula, real progress in ministry
and life is not as linear, or clean. At Edge, we work with kids from
every background imaginable. Though the end goal remains the
same, success with each student can look completely different.
For some, breakthroughs look like stepping inside a church for

student immediately responds to the Gospel with life-changing

the first time in their lives. For others, it might be going through

transformation, I can now take joy in realizing that I am one part

a daily Bible reading plan. Though the timeline varies for every

in the growing process. In evangelism within the Christian walk,

student, I have realized it is important for us to focus on helping

it can be easy to be discouraged when we don’t see obvious or

each individual kid take one step closer to knowing Christ.

immediate growth. When we realize that lives are starting to
be transformed in the planting and watering, we can take joy in

In simply focusing on the next step for each student, I’m
reminded of what Paul says in 1 Corinthians 3:6: “I planted,

the little steps while waiting for God to draw people into a life
changing relationship with Him.
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Crossing the River
Written by Rick Bundschuh

I

have a hard time getting used to death.

I struggle to imagine the images of those loved ones
now departed.

I’ve seen plenty of it and have sat benumbed through the sobs,
wails, and tears of those whose loved ones have felt its cold
touch. My mind scrambles for something to say that will assuage
their grief, but everything I come up with sounds canned or trite,
like a happy face sticker on a mortal wound.
Driving home chilled from a deathbed scene, I often ponder this
event that has been described as the “ultimate statistic” of which
one out of one of us will eventually partake.
The stark reality of death can catch even the heartiest believer
off guard.

Will my mother look as old and worn as the last time I saw her,
or will she be spry and almost unrecognizable in the form of a
college-aged girl?
Then I remember that the resurrected Christ seemed to have
a cloaking device attached to his restored body that made
Him recognizable or unrecognizable at will. He also had some
multi-dimensional capacity to enter a room without using the
door and could still be touched as a three-dimensional man. If
I apply that to the promise that we will be like Him, I find myself
excitingly touching the boundary lines of human imagination for
what might lie ahead.

John Bunyan recognized this in his masterpiece Pilgrim’s
Progress when his hero Christian can finally see the incredible
Celestial City he has heard about and longed for, but cannot get
there except by crossing a cold, dark river (Death) that scares the
bejeebers out of him.
In spite of all the promises and encouragement he has had on his
journey, the poor guy eventually has to be carried over the river
by his friend Faith.

And I can’t fathom for a minute the dress code Jesus had in mind
for “the place I have prepared for you.” Running around in robes
seems like a silly idea. Will we be back to the Garden of Eden
style of apparel… minus the fig leaves?
Then, the residue from hanging around with some Christian
astrophysicist friends reminds me that with God all time is now.
In His realm, where there is no timeline, we all step into eternity
at the same moment. This means that there is no one “up there

Driving home, I wonder if I will need carrying when I hit
the riverbank.

watching and waiting for us” from above the clouds, and, in fact,
the idea of someone going “before” is probably only true in the

Then, I try to reset my mind.

finite human sense, but not in the realm of God.

I think about everything I know of God: His love for us and His
promises of a life more vibrant and wonderful that makes the
place of our current occupancy like a land of colorless shadows
in comparison.

No subject matter outside of death and eternity makes my mind

I try to imagine what it is like to walk through the doorway of
death, but it is hard to keep the cartoonish images of clouds,
ethereal music, and shafts of brilliant light from interfering with
my imagination. (If you struggle with that as well, I recommend
C.S. Lewis’ The Great Divorce. It will help purge your cardboard
ideas of heaven and hell.)

in the reality of the Celestial City?

go quite as crazy with possibilities that are so hard to articulate.
If I can’t get my arms around the idea of Heaven, how can I
possibly be of any solace to those who need assurance and hope

In struggling to find some way to help those left behind get a
frame of reference of something I can’t even grasp, I once came
up with an allegorical explanation for the death of a believer that
I timidly shared with a woman who was still mourning the recent
departure of a loved one.
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To my amazement, the clunky example I used gave the mourner

Now, here you are, pulling into the parking lot-- well ahead of the

hope and clarity which hadn’t been present before. She quickly

opening time-- waiting your turn on the hot asphalt along with

thanked me for it and repeated her gratitude for those words

everyone else.

months later.
Let’s say that the parking lot is a metaphor for the world we
So, I used the example again and again, often with the same,

inhabit; our station wagon or van is our particular world, filled

surprising results.

with our family, our backpack full of stuff, and our
favorite snacks.

Therefore, I offer this to you, dear reader, in the hope that there
is a chance that this little story, as juvenile as it might be, could

At this point in the story, most people look at me oddly. I can

somehow, someday be a sweet wind of hope when you watch a

almost hear them thinking out loud, “How in the world is this helpful

loved one close their eyes for the last time.

in dealing with my loss?”

Disneyland opened on July 17th, 1955.

Then, when you least expect it, there is a tap on the window. It is
Walt Disney himself. With a mischievous smile, he points to you--

I was five years old at the time and, of course, I had never

out of all your family members-- and says, “Today is your lucky day;

been there.

I want to personally take you into the Kingdom I’ve created.”

In fact, no one I knew had ever been there… except for one

The stunned look on everyone’s faces might cause you to point

person: my father.

to others in the car and say, “But what about them?”

You see, my dad worked for a large company who had partnered

Walt smiles. “They will have their turn, but this is your special day.”

with Walt Disney to help build the storefronts on Main Street.
Walt would get companies (Kodak, Carnation Foods, etc.) to pay

“Can I take my backpack and snacks?” you might ask.

to construct the Main Street stores, following his designs, and
the company could do business out of that store.

Walt smiles again and says “You will have no need of them. Even
though they may seem important to you now, in a few moments, you

A classic win-win.

won’t think of them at all.”

And that meant that my Dad had been to Disneyland to help

“And what about my car, my family, and our parking spot?” You might

oversee some level of the operation for the corporation he

worry as if it is your whole world, to which the answer will be: “My

worked for at the time.

darling child, when you pass through the turnstiles, they will no longer be
something your heart worries about.”

His job only gave him a tiny taste of what Mr. Disney was up to,
but that hint was enough to make sure that we were in the station

I end this allegory by saying, “You and I are still in the parking lot

wagon and headed to Anaheim to be one of the first families in

outside of God’s kingdom. Our hearts hurt because our loved one is no

our neighborhood to experience the Magic Kingdom.

longer in the car with us, but it can hurt less if we realize that they are
really the fortunate ones; God invited them through the turnstiles

Now imagine that the Magic Kingdom is a metaphor for the

before us.”

Kingdom of God (aka Heaven), and let’s pretend that Walt
Disney, the creator of this theme park, is a metaphor for God

And yes, this is a simplistic and even silly way to attempt to

Himself, the Creator of all.

discuss something far beyond our comprehension.

Imagine that you are in the family station wagon, and you have

But if silly and simple works, I’m all for it.

heard all about some insanely wondrous place, but no one you
know has ever experienced it.
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Christmas Eve Service
December 24th
KCF South Campus:
5pm & 7pm
KCF North Campus:
6:30pm

FREE KCF CHRISTMAS MUSIC DOWNLOAD
’Tis the season to put the Gloria volume 1 and
2 Christmas albums on your playlist! Played
and produced by the talented artists at Kauai
Christmas Fellowship. (And share the joy with
your friends as well!)

Download link at kauaichristian.org

